
SNAPSHOT BINGO
Snapshot Bingo is an interactive way to classify photos on Zooniverse. You can play alone, 
cooperatively with a family member, or competitively with a friend. The goal is to have fun 
while contributing to science and wildlife monitoring in Wisconsin. 

Log on to Snapshot Wisconsin on Zooniverse (www.SnapshotWisconsin.org) and click on the 
Classify tab to access the photos.  

Objective: 
Complete a bingo by marking off five spaces in a striaght line (vertically, horizontally or          
diagonally)

Instructions:
1.    Print off the Bingo Board on the following page (one per person) or keep track on your 
       computer
2.    Randomly fill in the blank spaces on the board with categories from the lists below or    
       create your own categories
    *Try to use categories from both columns
    *We recommend the center space is a “Free Space” or easier category            
3.    Log on to Zooniverse to access the photos (www.SnapshotWisconsin.org)
4.    Start classifying photos once everyone is ready
    *Mark off categories as you encounter them

Behavior Categories:
-   Running animal
-   Resting animal
-   Tree climbing
-   Animal selfie
-   Bucks sparring
-   Turkey displaying 
-   Bird in flight
-   Animal carrying prey
-   Nighttime animal photo
-   Swimming animal
-   Foraging animal
-   Flagging deer (tail lifted)

Don’t forget the “Free Space” in the center
if you want to use it!

Feel free to make up some of your own!

Species/Animal Categories:
-   White-tailed deer
-   Antlered buck
-   Multiple species in photo
-   >6 of same species in photo
-   Domestic animal
-   Canid (wolf, coyote or fox)
-   Waterfowl
-   Mustelid (weasel, fisher, mink or otter)
-   Porcupine
-   Twin or triplet fawns
-   Wisconsin’s state bird (American Robin)
-   Elk
-   Bobcat
-   Collared animal
-   Young animal
-   Striped skunk
-   Woodchuck
-   Black bear
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